Resources to accompany 10 TALK 4: Using Google Slides for Collaborative Breakout Sessions

1. **Enhancing Breakout Room Collaboration**  
   Slides by Adam Poetzel to answer the question "How can instructors use virtual breakout rooms in ways that foster productive collaboration and equitable participation?"

2. **Teach From Home**  
   Giving teachers and families the tools and tips they need to help keep students learning.

3. **Managing breakout rooms**  
   Breakout rooms allow you to split your Zoom meeting in up to 50 separate sessions.

4. **Student collaboration in shared Google Slides**  
   Teamwork is a desirable job skill in today’s economy. When we let students collaborate, we prepare them for the future! Here’s how Google Slides can help.

5. **Using Google Slides in the Classroom**  
   A few ideas on how you can use Google slides in your classroom.

6. **Docs Editors Help**  
   Instructions on how to make a Google Doc editable

7. **Interactive slides for any content area**  
   Examples of Interactive Templates to use with Google Slides

8. **Extending Classroom Management Online**  
   Nine suggestions to help you provide online learners with class norms and expectations and a sense of community.

9. **How To Set Effective Classroom Rules in Your Online Classroom**  
   Sue discovered, contrary to her original belief, that having classroom rules helps set expectations, encourages the students to take class seriously, and inspires respect in the classroom.

10. **How to use a whiteboard in a breakout room**  
    Here is a video demonstration of using a whiteboard in a breakout room then how to share it back to the group at the completion of the breakout session.